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Abstract

The influence of four different ways of laser blood irradiation on the human energetic field is compared, based on 100 measurements. Intravenous laser blood irradiation (20 minutes, red laser), transcutaneous irradiation in the popliteal fossa (20 and 30 minutes, infrared light), transmucous irradiation under the tongue (sublingual, 20 minutes monochromatic red light) and transmucous sublingual irradiation (bichromatic red and blue simultaneously, 20 and 30 minutes) are compared.

INTRODUCTION

Since 1981, when Russian authors reported positive effects of laser blood irradiation, intravenous laser therapy is applied in human and veterinary medicine for various indications also in the west.

According to Einstein’s principle of duality, laser radiation appears either as waves or corpuscular radiation, depending on the experimental condition. These corpuscles are called photons and are absorbed in the respiratory chain (citrate cycle) in the mitochondrial wall, at different places depending on the color of the laser light applied.

Therefore blood irradiation with laser light increases energy production.

Also acupuncture treatment with needles, especially using cardinal points, increases the patient’s energy – but only by mobilizing reserve energy (as cardinal points switch on extraordinary meridians). The common denominator of needle- and laser acupuncture are actually the photons: every needle prick destroys a number of cells which start producing photons in their decline, so-called biophotons. However, with laser light genuine additional energy is introduced into the system, but without destroying cells.

The effects of laser light can be demonstrated in different ways: by inspection when skin diseases such as neurodermitis disappear, by alterations of laboratory findings in humans and animals by measuring the blood flow ratio with hightech equipment, and by assessment of the energetic field with VAS (Vascular Autonomous Signal), polarity filter, and polarityfield meter (see below).

WHAT IS THE REASON FOR THIS STUDY?

The energetic situation decides not only about the performance but also about the state of health of a living being. Blockages to healing, so-called foci, interfere with good health and absorb energy. On the other hand a good energy level is able to neutralize foci and promotes self-healing capacity. Several studies have shown that intravenous laser therapy brings an increase of energy. However:

Not all patients agree to or are able to have their veins punctured. Not all patients have veins that can be easily punctured. Especially in obese cases both patient and therapist tend to suffer and perspire. Also from the legal point of view not all therapists are allowed to puncture blood vessels, as invasive treatments are reserved for medical personnel. Another advantage of alternatives to intravenous therapy: With transcutaneous or transmucous laser blood irradiation there is absolutely no risk of bleeding or infection.

The following methods were investigated: Intravenous laser blood irradiation, transcutaneous laser blood irradiation in the poplitea, and transmucous laser blood irradiation under the tongue. Each method has its specific advantages and disadvantages: the latter two applications have the advantage that the patient does not need to be punctured. The disadvantage of popliteal irradiation is that the patients have
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Figure 1
Fig. 1: Intravenous laser blood irradiation

Figure 2
Fig. 2: Transcutaneous laser (Reimers & Janssen, Waldkirch, Germany) in the poplitea

A) INTRAVENOUS LASER BLOOD IRRADIATION:

PROCEDURE
The patient lies prone on her abdomen and the impulse laser probe is applied directly on the skin of the poplitea. In supine position the contact between probe and skin is not

to lie face down in order to guarantee a good contact between laser and skin, which leads to dyspnea in obese persons. In sublingual irradiation the applicator must strictly remain underneath the tongue, there is no allowance for moving the tongue around.

However in principle any part of the body where large blood vessels lie directly underneath the skin or mucous membrane is suitable for laser blood irradiation.

Therefore we have tried to develop methods which allow laser blood irradiation without perforating the skin and have documented the improvement of the energetic field by numerous measurements.

AIM OF THE STUDY
In the present study different forms of laser blood irradiation are compared by measuring the extent of the individual electromagnetic field (energetic, or polarity field) in order to find out whether a noninvasive method is possibly equivalent or even superior to intravenous laser blood irradiation.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
The following equipment was used:

For the transmucous laser below the tongue:

TECHNICAL DETAILS OF THE EQUIPMENT
The systems of Weberneedle® and Laserneedle® irradiate the blood in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum, whereas the system of Reimers and Janssen works in the infrared A range (904 nm). As mitochondrial absorption occurs primarily in the visible range (400 - 700 nm), one must use longer radiation times with Infrared A lasers a priori to obtain approximately comparable effects. Transcutaneous systems irradiate larger blood volumina than the intravenous technique but must apply considerably more light energy because of tissue absorption and scattering effects in the tissue which cannot be neglected. In all systems continuous wave mode (cw) was used for irradiation.

B) TRANSCUTANEOUS LASER:
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guaranteed.

C) TRANSMUCOUS LASER, SUBLINGUAL, MONOCHROME:

Figure 3
Fig. 3: Transmucous sublingual laser, Webersystem &© weber medical GmbH, Lauenförde, Germany

PROCEDURE
5 glass fiber light conductors are inserted into the sublingual probe of webermedical.

For hygienic reasons a transparent household foil is wrapped tightly around the tip of the probe. Its exact placement underneath the tongue is important, as the blood vessels are located there.

D) TRANSMUCOUS LASER, SUBLINGUAL, BICHROMATIC

Figure 4
Fig. 4: Transmucous sublingual laser bichromatic, Schikora system © Laserneedle GmbH, Wehrden, Germany

PROCEDURE
The sublingual applicator according to Schikora is equipped with four laserneedle light conductors, 2 of red and 2 of blue color. The applicator is inserted into a hygienic small plastic bag and placed exactly underneath the tongue.

PATIENTS
81 persons (31 male, 50 female; aged between 13 and 94 years), all patients of the MEDI-CHINA Center for Traditional Chinese Medicine and Laser Acupuncture, took part in this study. Totally 100 measurements of the individual electromagnetic field (energetic field or polarity field) were taken before and after laser blood irradiation. 19 patients were measured at two different sessions.

PERFORMANCE
25 patients had intravenous laser blood irradiation with the Weberblood system: red laser light, 632 nm, 3 mW, duration 20 minutes;

15 patients had transcutaneous popliteal laser blood irradiation with the infrared Reimers & Janssen impulse probe: 904 nm, 150 W, duration 20 minutes and

15 patients with the same parameters as b), duration 30 minutes;

15 patients had Weber’s sublingual probe: 632 nm, 5 x 30 mW, duration 20 minutes;

20 patients had Schikora’s new sublingual bichromatic probe: blue 405 nm and red 658 nm, 40 mW, duration 20 minutes and
10 patients as above for 30 minutes. Therefore the total energy irradiated amounts to 3.6 J with 20 minutes intravenous laser, to 180 J with 20 minutes popliteal laser, to 180 J with 20 minutes monochromatic sublingual laser and to 170 J with 20 minutes bichromatic sublingual laser. Consequently the different transcutaneous methods applied show comparable total energies. With 30 minutes treatment the total energy of irradiation increases to 270 J (popliteal laser) or 258 J (bichromatic sublingual laser).

With all transcutaneous methods it is not possible to quantify optical power densities which take effect in the blood vessels, because they are strongly influenced by scattering processes in the tissue which are physically most complex.

But for intravenous laser blood irradiation the power density at the end of the optic fiber can be calculated exactly from the diameter of the fiber and the power of the laser.

### MEASURING THE POLARITY FIELD

To measure the exact extent of the polarity field (electromagnetic field, energy field) of a patient and its changes, one needs an adjustable measuring rod (e.g. the polarityfield meter according to Wirz/Mathis®), a polarity filter (polaroid foil) and an examiner acquainted with the VAS (vascular autonomous signal), also known as RAC (réflexe auriculo-cardiaque) or Nogier reflex, so called in honor of Paul Nogier, the French discoverer of ear acupuncture.

### PROCEDURE

Put the bottom board of the polarityfield meter underneath the pillow; adjust point zero of the measuring rod to the level of the patient’s forehead. Now the examiner holds his polarity filter into the energy field above the forehead of the patient and simultaneously palpates the patient’s pulse. He then moves the filter slowly upwards along the measuring rod until the impact of the patient’s pulse gets stronger underneath the palpating fingers of the examiner. This reproducible phenomenon is called RAC, VAS or Nogier reflex. At this exact level the extent of the patient’s energy field is read in centimeters and written down. Now the laser is switched on, laser blood irradiation begins. After completion of the individual treating session the procedure is repeated and the second measurement is noted. The difference of the values (in cm) before and after each treatment shows the influence of the various laser applications on the energy field and was recorded for the first time in this present study.

### RESULTS

The average improvement of the polarity field (energy field, electromagnetic field by laser blood irradiation) showed the following results:
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**Figure 5**

Fig. 5: Measuring the polarity field of a patient
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**Figure 6**

Fig.6: Average increase of the energy field with various types of laser blood irradiation

Percentage of the average increase:

If the average increase of the polarity field of 11.9 cm with intravenous laser blood irradiation is taken as 100 %, the other five ways of transcutaneous laser present as follows:

### DISCUSSION

Although differences of the various types of laser blood irradiation are small and at the edge of significance (p≤0.05),
they are still recognizable.

Compared to intravenous laser blood irradiation, popliteal laser irradiation for 20 minutes scored worst with 80%. But if increased to 30 minutes, remarkable 98% are reached. However the monochromatic sublingual probe attained only 83% of the standard. The best score was reached by bichromatic sublingual laser treatment, it exceeds even the result of the intravenous application: 103% at 20 minutes and 102% at 30 minutes. Contrary to popliteal irradiation, an increase of treatment time by 10 minutes does not produce a significant change.

PHYSICAL EXPLANATION

Why does an addition of blue laser light bring the best results energetically, although blue laser is known for its poor penetration depth? Blue is absorbed at the first complex of the respiratory chain (NADH), blue and red are absorbed at the terminal complex (Cytochrome C), where blue (405 nm) shows a five times higher absorption. With bichromatic radiation there is an increased change of the redoxpotential in mitochondria and cytoplasm by oxidation at the NADH. Thereby the protonmotor force is increased which drives the backflow of the protons into the matrix and by doing so increases the ATP turnover. In addition the electron transfer is accelerated, both effects cause an increased ATP synthesis. [14]

Figure 7

Fig. 7: Energy production occurs in the mitochondrial respiratory chain and is increased by the photons of laser light.

CONCLUSIONS

As alternatives to intravenous laser blood irradiation there are transcutaneous popliteal and transmucous sublingual laser blood irradiation available. In the present study, different possibilities are compared regarding their influence on the human energetic field (polarity field). If the improvement of energy by intravenous laser blood irradiation is taken as a reference of 100%, 20 minutes of popliteal laser shows the worst results at 80%, while 20 minutes of sublingual bichromatic laser shows the best results with 103%. Obviously there are possibilities of a non-invasive laser blood irradiation which are - in relation to the chosen parameters - equivalent to the results of intravenous laser blood irradiation.
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